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Abstract. In this paper we combine two classical generalisations of
finite automata (weighted automata and automata on infinite words) into
a model of integer weighted automata on infinite words and study the
universality and the emptiness problems under zero weight acceptance. We
show that the universality problem is undecidable for three-state automata
by a direct reduction from the infinite Post correspondence problem. We
also consider other more general acceptance conditions as well as their
complements with respect to the universality and the emptiness problems.
Additionally, we build a universal integer weighted automaton where the
automaton is fixed and the word problem is undecidable.

1 Introduction

Weighted automata have been extensively studied in recent years [1,6,12] and
have a wide range of applications, such as speech-recognition [17] and image
compression [4]. In weighted automata models a quantitative value (weight) is
added to each transition of a finite automaton allowing to enrich the computational
model with extra semantics. For example, these weights could be associated with
the consumption of resources, time needed for the execution or the probability
of the execution. Depending on the semantics (how these weights are used), the
acceptance conditions could be defined in various ways, significantly changing
the complexity of the weighted automata model.

The acceptance conditions could be defined using various aggregation functions
for deterministic or non-deterministic automata that combine weights either on
a single path or a set of equivalent paths. For example for weighted automata
over tropical semirings, i.e., (Z ∪ {∞},min,+,∞, 0), where a weight of a word is
calculated using the semiring product (i.e., +) and the acceptance can be defined
using the semiring sum (i.e., min) – a word is accepted if its value using the
semiring sum is at most ν. In [3], the acceptance of infinite words was based
on the property that, in the corresponding computation path, a label with the
maximal weight is appearing infinitely often in analogy to Büchi automaton. The
automata on infinite words have been often motivated for modeling concurrent
and communicating systems [20] and more recently infinite words have been used
to simulate various processes in computational games [10,16].
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In this paper we combine these two fundamental extensions by considering
weighted automata on infinite words. The model we consider has weights from
the additive group of integers Z with the zero element 0 and the weights are
summed along the path. This model can be seen as a blind one-counter automaton
operating on infinite words. Under the zero acceptance condition an infinite word
w is accepted if there exists a path in the automaton reading w reaching a
final state with weight 0 on a finite prefix of w. First we consider two classical
decision problems for integer weighted automata on infinite words – the emptiness
(checking whether some word is accepted) and the universality problems (checking
whether all words are accepted). In contrast to other acceptance conditions with
decidable emptiness and universality problems [3], we show that for the zero
acceptance, while the emptiness problem is decidable, the universality problem is
undecidable.

In this paper we improve the result of [10], where it was shown that the
universality problem is undecidable for automata with five states. We prove
that the problem remains undecidable for a very minimalistic automaton with
only three states. The undecidability result is based on the reductions from the
undecidability of the infinite Post correspondence problem (ωPCP) and the state
reduction is achieved by proving more restricted form of the ωPCP than in [9].
The idea of proving the undecidability of the universality problem is to construct
an automaton that verifies whether a given word is not a solution of a given
instance of the infinite Post correspondence problem. This is done by storing the
difference of lengths of images in the counter until automaton reaches a symbol
that we try to show is different in the images under the morphisms. We store
this symbol and let the second morphism catch up after which we verify that the
symbols were indeed different. This proof is presented in Section 3.

In Section 4, we investigate variants of zero acceptance in the sense of expand-
ing the condition from the existence of a zero on a path to existence of a weight
in a given set. We also modify the acceptance to consider all paths rather than
an existence of an accepting path. We call this strong acceptance. This leads to
new variants of universality and emptiness problems with emptiness problem
being undecidable for strong acceptance for co-zero acceptance.

Finally, in Section 5 we consider a variant of the automaton where all tran-
sitions are fixed and the weight given as an input determines whether a word
is accepted or not. This automaton can be seen as universal in the same sense
as a universal Turing machine. For this universal automaton it is undecidable
whether a given word with an initial integer weight is accepted.

2 Notation and definitions

An infinite word w over a finite alphabet A is an infinite sequence of letters
w = a0a1a2a3 · · · where ai ∈ A is a letter for each i = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We denote the
set of all infinite words over A by Aω. The monoid of all finite words over A
is denoted by A∗. The empty word is denoted by ε. A word u ∈ A∗ is a prefix
of v ∈ A∗, denoted by u ≤ v, if v = uw for some w ∈ A∗. If u and w are both
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nonempty, then the prefix u is called proper, denoted by u < v. A prefix of an
infinite word w ∈ Aω is a finite word p ∈ A∗ such that w = pw′ where w′ ∈ Aω.
This is also denoted by p ≤ w. The length of a finite word w is denoted by |w|.
The length of ε is 0. For a word w, we denote by w(i) the ith letter of w, i.e.,
w = w(1)w(2) · · · . The number of letters a in a word w is denoted by |w|a. The
set dAω denotes all infinite words starting with d, i.e., {dw | w ∈ Aω}.

Consider a finite (integer) weighted automaton A = (Q,A, σ, q0, F,Z) with
the set of states Q, the finite alphabet A, the set of transitions σ ⊆ Q×A×Q×Z,
the initial state q0, the set of final states F ⊆ Q, and the additive group of integers
Z. We write the transitions in the form t = 〈q, a, p, z〉 ∈ σ.

A configuration of A is any triple (q, u, z) ∈ Q×A∗×Z and it is said to yield
a configuration (p, ua, z1 + z2) if there is a transition 〈q, a, p, z2〉 ∈ σ.

Let π = t1t2t3 · · · be an infinite path of transitions of A where ti =〈
qji , aki

, qji+1
, zi

〉
for i > 0 and qj0 = q0. We call such path π a computa-

tion path. Denote by R(π) the set of all reachable configurations following a
path π. That is, for π = 〈q0, ak0

, qj1 , z0〉 〈qj1 , ak1
, qj2 , z1〉 〈qj2 , ak2

, qj3 , z2〉 · · · the
set of reachable configurations is R(π) = {(q0, ε, 0), (qj1 , ak0 , z0), (qj2 , ak0ak1 , z0 +
z1), (qj3 , ak0ak1ak2 , z0 + z1 + z2), . . .}. Further, we denote path π by πw if w =
ak0

ak1
ak2
· · ·. Let c = (q, u, z) ∈ R(π) for some computation path π. The weight

of the configuration c is γ(c) = z. We say that the configuration c reaches state q.
If computation path π reading w is fixed, by the weight of prefix γ(p) we denote
the weight of configuration (q, p, z) ∈ R(π) where w = pu for some u ∈ Aω.

We are ready to define an acceptance condition. An infinite word w ∈ Aω is
accepted by A if there exists an infinite path π such that at least one configuration
c in R(π) reaches a final state and has weight γ(c) = 0. The language accepted by
A is L(A) = {w ∈ Aω | ∃πw ∈ σω ∃(q, u, 0) ∈ R(πw) : q ∈ F}. We call this zero
acceptance. We discuss other acceptance conditions in section 4.

The universality problem for weighted automata over infinite words is a
problem to decide whether the language accepted by a weighted automaton
A is the set of all infinite words. In other words, whether or not L(A) = Aω.
The problem of non-universality is the complement of the universality problem,
that is, whether or not L(A) 6= Aω or, for zero acceptance, whether there exists
w ∈ Aω such that for every computation path π reading w and every configuration
c ∈ R(π), γ(c) 6= 0 holds.

An instance of the Post correspondence problem (PCP, for short) consists
of two morphisms g, h : A∗ → B∗ where A and B are alphabets. A nonempty
word w ∈ A∗ is a solution of an instance (g, h) if it satisfies g(w) = h(w). It is
well known that it is undecidable whether or not an instance of the PCP has
a solution. The problem remains undecidable for A with |A| ≥ 5; see [15]. The
cardinality of the domain alphabet A is said to be the size of the instance.

The infinite Post correspondence problem, ωPCP, is a natural extension of
the PCP. An infinite word w is a solution of an instance (g, h) of the ωPCP if for
every finite prefix p of w either h(p) < g(p) or g(p) < h(p) holds. In the ωPCP
it is asked whether or not a given instance has a solution or not. Note that in
our formulation prefixes have to be proper. It was proven in [9] that the problem
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is undecidable for domain alphabets A with |A| ≥ 9 and in [5] it was improved
to |A| ≥ 8. A more general formulation of the ωPCP was used in both proofs,
namely the prefixes did not have to be proper. However, both constructions rule
out non-proper prefixes; see [9,5] for details.

3 Universality problem for zero acceptance

In this section we improve the result of [10], where it was shown that the
universality problem is undecidable for automata with five states. We prove that
the problem remains undecidable for automata with three states. The tighter
bound relies on deriving new properties about the ωPCP instance. In the proof
of undecidability of the universality problem for weighted automata, for each
instance (g, h) of the ωPCP, we need to construct a weighted automaton A such
that L(A) 6= Aω if and only if the instance (g, h) has an infinite solution.

Theorem 1. It is undecidable whether or not L(A) = Aω holds for 3-state
integer weighted automaton A over its alphabet A.

Let us first focus on constructing the instance of the ωPCP. In [10], a
weighted automaton was constructed from an arbitrary instance of the ωPCP.
We reiterate the construction of an instance of the ωPCP found in [9], highlighting
the properties that simplify the construction of the automaton.

The ωPCP was shown to be undecidable for instances of size 9 in [9]. The
proof uses a reduction from the termination problem of the semi-Thue systems
proved to be undecidable for the 3-rule semi-Thue systems from [13]. We shall
now present the construction from [9].

Let T = ({a, b}, R) be an n-rule semi-Thue system with the undecidable
termination problem, and let the rules in T be ti = (ui, vi) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Let u be the input word.

The domain alphabet of our instance of the ωPCP isA = {a1, a2, b1, b2, d,#}∪
R, where d is for the beginning and synchronisation and # is a special separator
of the words in a derivation. Note that the rules in R are considered as letters
in the alphabet. Define two special morphisms for x ∈ A+. Morphisms lx and
rx are called the desynchronising morphisms, and defined by `x(a) = xa and
rx(a) = ax for each letter a.

In [9] the following construction was given for a semi-Thue system T and an
input word u: Define the morphisms g, h : A∗ → {a, b, d,#}∗ by (recall that for
ti ∈ R, we denoted ti = (ui, vi))

h(a1) = dad, g(a1) = add,
h(b1) = dbd, g(b1) = bdd,
h(a2) = dda, g(a2) = add,
h(b2) = ddb, g(b2) = bdd,
h(ti) = d−1`dd(vi), g(ti) = rdd(ui), for ti ∈ R,
h(d) = `dd(u)dd#d, g(d) = dd,
h(#) = dd#d, g(#) = #dd.

(1)
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Note, that d−1`dd(·) means that the image starts with a single d. In the special
case, where vi = ε, we define h(ti) = d.

It was proved in [9] that the following property holds:

Property 1. Let (g, h) be an ωPCP defined in (1). Each infinite solution of (g, h)
is of the form

dw1#w2#w3# · · · , where wj = xjtijyj (2)

for some tij ∈ R, xj ∈ {a1, b1}∗ and yj ∈ {a2, b2}∗ for all j.

Indeed, the image g(w) is always of the form rd2(v), and therefore, by the form of
h, between two separators # there must occur exactly one letter t ∈ R. Also, the
separator # must be followed by words in {a1, b1}∗ before the next occurrence of
a letter t ∈ R. By the form of h(t) the following words before the next separator
must be in {a2, b2}∗. The form (2) follows when we observe that there must be
infinitely many separators # in each infinite solution. Indeed, all solutions begin
with a d, and there is one occurrence of # in h(d) and no occurrences of # in
g(d). Later each occurrences of # is produced from # by both g and h. Therefore
there are infinitely many letters # in each infinite solution.

Property 2. Let (g, h) be as in (1). In a solution, the image under g cannot be
longer than the image under h.

Property 3. Let (g, h) be as in (1). In a word w beginning with the letter d, the
first position where h(w) and g(w) differ (called the error) is reached in h(w) at
least one letter (of w) earlier than it is reached in g(w).

The two properties are illustrated in Figure 1. In the next theorem, we restate
and sharpen the result of [9] by improving the undecidability claim of the ωPCP.

Theorem 2. Let (g, h) be an instance of the ωPCP defined as in (1) that satisfies
Properties 1, 2, 3. It is undecidable whether a solution to (g, h) exists.

Next, we construct the weighted automaton based on the undecidable instance
of the ωPCP of Theorem 2. This will allow us to prove Theorem 1.

Let (g, h) be a fixed instance of the ωPCP as defined in (1). Then g, h : A∗ →
B∗ where A = {a1, . . . , am} and B = {b1, . . . , bs−1}. We construct a weighted
automaton A = (Q,A, σ, q0, F,Z), where Q = {q0, q1, q2} and F = {q2}, corre-
sponding to the instance (g, h) such that an infinite word w ∈ Aω is accepted by

h(w1) h(w2) h(w3) h(w4)
· · ·

g(w1) g(w2) g(w3) g(w4)

· · ·

Fig. 1. An illustration of a solution candidate to the instance of the ωPCP satisfying
Properties 2 and 3. Here, represent the first letter of h(w1w2w3w4 · · · ) that is compared
to a letter of g(w1w2w3w4 · · · ) which is represented by .
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q0 q1 q2
(a, s · (k − |g(a)|) + jk)

(a, s · (|h(a)| − |g(a)|))

(a,−s`− c)

(a, s · (−|g(a)|)) (a, 0)

(b, 0)

Fig. 2. The weighted automaton A. In the figure a ∈ A and b ∈ A \ {d}.

A iff for some finite prefix p of w, g(p) ≮ h(p). Moreover, by Property 3, such p
exists for all infinite words except for the solutions of the instance (g, h). We call
the verification that g(p) ≮ h(p), for a prefix p, the error checking.

Let us begin with the transitions of A. The automaton is depicted in Figure 2.
Recall that the cardinality of the alphabet B is s− 1. First for each a ∈ A, let
〈q0, a, q0, s(|h(a)| − |g(a)|)〉, 〈q1, a, q1, s(−|g(a)|)〉, 〈q2, a, q2, 0〉 be in σ and for all
b ∈ A \ {d}, let 〈q0, b, q2, 0〉 ∈ σ. For the error checking we need the following
transitions for all letters a ∈ A: Let h(a) = bj1bj2 · · · bjn1

, where bjk ∈ B, for each
index 1 ≤ k ≤ n1. Then let, for each k = 1, . . . , n1,

〈q0, a, q1, s(k − |g(a)|) + jk〉 ∈ σ (3)

Let g(a) = bi1bi2 · · · bin2
, where bi` ∈ B, for each index 1 ≤ ` ≤ n2. For each

` = 1, . . . , n2 and letter bc ∈ B such that bi` 6= bc, let

〈q1, a, q2,−s`− c〉 ∈ σ. (4)

We call the transitions in (3) error guessing transitions and in (4) error verifying
transitions. The next lemma shows a key property about words accepted by A.
The proof relies on analysis of weights along computation paths.

Lemma 1. A word w ∈ Aω is accepted by A if and only if w is not a solution
of the instance (g, h) of the ωPCP as defined in (1).

We are ready to prove the main theorem. By Lemma 1, a word w ∈ Aω is
accepted by the above constructed integer weighted automaton A iff w is not a
solution of a given instance (g, h) of the ωPCP. By Theorem 2, it is undecidable
whether or not the instance (g, h) has a solution or not. This proves Theorem 1.

Note that the number of the letters in the alphabet A in Theorem 1 is small.
Indeed, |A| = 9 by the construction in (1). The number of transitions on the
other hand is huge. The number of error guessing and verifying transitions is
dependent on the lengths of the images. One of the rules consists of encoding of
all the rules of the 83-rule semi-Thue system with an undecidable termination
problem. Its image is several hundreds of thousands letters long.

Next, we consider the universality problem for automata, where all states are
final. That is, we consider an acceptance condition, where a word is accepted based
solely on weight. Formally, L(A) = {w ∈ Aω | ∃πw ∈ σω ∃(q, u, 0) ∈ R(πw)}. Re-
laxing the state reachability condition on the previously defined automaton leads
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to new accepting paths. For example, an infinite word starting with a1 is accepted
in the state q0 since |h(a1)| − |g(a1)| = 0. On the other hand this word can also
be accepted in q2 with transition 〈q0, a1, q2, 0〉. So we need to show that no new
words are accepted in states q0 and q1.

Corollary 1. It is undecidable whether or not L(A) = Aω holds for 3-state
integer weighted automaton A over its alphabet A.

It is also natural to consider the emptiness problem for weighted automata.
That is, whether for a given weighted automaton A, L(A) = ∅. In contrast to
the result of Theorem 1, the emptiness problem is decidable.

Theorem 3. It is decidable whether or not L(A) = ∅ holds for integer weighted
automaton A over its alphabet A.

Proof. Let A be a weighted automaton on infinite words. Consider it as a weighted
automaton on finite words, B, defined in [8]. Clearly L(A) = ∅ if and only if
L(B) = ∅. Indeed, an infinite word w is accepted by A if and only if there is a
finite prefix u of w with γ(u) = 0. This u is accepted by B. On the other hand,
if some finite word u is accepted by B then an infinite word starting with u is
accepted by A. In [7] it was shown that languages defined by weighted automata
on finite words are context-free languages. It is well-known that emptiness is
decidable for context-free languages. ut

Corollary 2 (follows from Theorem 1).

1. For weighted automata A and B the following problems are undecidable:
(i) Language equality: Whether L(A) = L(B).

(ii) Language inclusion: Whether L(B) ⊂ L(A).
(iii) Language union: Whether L(A) ∪ L(B) = Aω.
(iv) Language regularity: Whether L(A) is recognised by a Büchi automaton.

2. It is undecidable whether L(A) = L(A′) for two weighted automata A,A′
such that there exists a bijective mapping from edges of A to edges of A′.

4 Different acceptance conditions

We will examine another non-deterministic acceptance that we call strong accep-
tance. It is informally defined as “a word is accepted iff every path in the machine
according to this word satisfies property ϕ”. We will use notation Z-WA(∃ϕ) for
integer weighted finite automata on infinite words with acceptance condition ϕ.
Analogously, Z-WA(∀ϕ) denotes the strong acceptance.

In [10], integer weighted automata on infinite words were introduced and
it was proven that the universality problem is undecidable for zero acceptance.
In this section, we investigate other acceptance properties and their effect on
the decidability of language theoretic problems. The two problems we study are
the universality and the emptiness problems. In the universality problem we are
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Acceptance (∃): w ∈ L(A)⇐⇒ ∃πw ∈ σω ϕ(πw)
Strong acceptance (∀): w ∈ L(A)⇐⇒ ∀πw ∈ σω ϕ(πw)

Zero acceptance (Z): ϕ(πw) = ∃(q, u, z) ∈ R(πw) (q ∈ F ∧ z = 0)
Co-zero acceptance (¬Z): ϕ(πw) = ∀(q, u, z) ∈ R(πw) (q 6∈ F ∨ z 6= 0)
Set acceptance (S): ϕ(πw) = ∃(q, u, z) ∈ R(πw) (q ∈ F ∧ z ∈ S)
Co-set acceptance (¬S): ϕ(πw) = ∀(q, u, z) ∈ R(πw) (q 6∈ F ∨ z 6∈ S)

Table 1. Different acceptances and acceptance conditions. Note that S ⊆ Z.

asked whether every word is accepted and in the emptiness problem whether at
least one infinite word is accepted. That is, we are interested in the universality
and the emptiness problems for Z-WA(∃ϕ) and Z-WA(∀ϕ) for various ϕ. We
present different acceptances and acceptance conditions in Table 1.

Let us discuss these acceptance properties next. In the already mentioned
zero acceptance, word w is accepted iff on a computation path reading w there
is an intermediate configuration where the state is final and the weight is zero.
We denote this property by Z. The complementary property, co-zero acceptance,
is defined in the obvious way. That is, word w is accepted iff on a computation
path reading w, all configurations are either not in a final state or do not have
weight zero. This property is denoted by ¬Z.

It is straightforward to see that since the universality problem is undecidable
for Z-WA(∃Z) proven in [10] and Theorem 1, the emptiness problem is undecid-
able for Z-WA(∀¬Z). Indeed, the universality and the emptiness problems are
complementary and so are zero acceptance and strong co-zero acceptance. We next
show the decidability of the other combinations. That is, that the emptiness prob-
lem is decidable for Z-WA(∃Z), Z-WA(∃¬Z), Z-WA(∀Z), Z-WA(∀¬Z) and that
the universality problem is decidable for Z-WA(∃¬Z), Z-WA(∀Z), Z-WA(∀¬Z).

Theorem 4. Let A be a Z-WA(∃¬Z) or Z-WA(∀Z). It is decidable whether
L(A) = ∅ holds.

Proof. Let us consider Z-WA(∃¬Z) as the proof for the other class is analogous.
Let A be a Z-WA(∃¬Z). Now the question can be restated as

∃w ∈ Aω ∃πw ∈ σω ∀(q, u, z) ∈ R(πw)(q 6∈ F ∨ z 6= 0).

As we are interested in an existence of such path, we can ignore the letters.
Indeed, if we find a path, there is a corresponding word that is accepted and
hence L(A) is not empty. That is, A can be considered as a Z-VASS for which
the reachability relation is effectively semi-linear [2]. Hence, the property can be
expressed a sentence in Presburger arithmetics, which is a decidable logic. ut

Corollary 3. Let A be a Z-WA(∀¬Z), Z-WA(∀Z)or Z-WA(∃¬Z). It is decidable
whether L(A) = Aω holds, where A is over alphabet A.

Proof. The universality problem for Z-WA(∀¬Z) is dual to the emptiness problem
for Z-WA(∃Z), which is decidable by Theorem 3. Analogously, the universality
problems for Z-WA(∀Z) and Z-WA(∃¬Z) are dual to the emptiness problems
for Z-WA(∃¬Z) and Z-WA(∀Z), respectively, which are decidable. ut
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Zero acc.:
0

Co-zero acc.:

Set acc.: Co-set acc.:

Fig. 3. An illustration of different acceptance conditions. In red are weights that are to
be reached in an accepting path.

In both zero acceptance and co-zero acceptance, integer 0 seems to play an
important role. This is not true. One can alter some of the transitions to have
acceptance for any fixed integer. For example, by introducing a new initial state q′0
and transitions 〈q′0, a, q, z + 1〉 for every transition 〈q0, a, q, z〉 ∈ σ. Furthermore,
one can multiply all the weights in the transitions by some constant N to ensure
that in the interval {0, . . . , N − 1} only 0 is actually reachable. This leads to
an acceptance condition for intervals with the same decidability statuses. Note
that due to the construction, no weights 1k, . . . , (N − 1)k are reachable for any
integer k. This leads us to an observation that we can consider finite or infinite
sets and retain the decidability statuses. For example, multiplying all the weights
in the transitions by an even N , we can specify an acceptance condition where
“a word is accepted iff upon reaching a final state, weight is either in interval
{0, . . . , N2 − 1} or interval {N2 + 1, N − 1}”. Let us call this acceptance condition
set acceptance. Figure 3 illustrates the differences between zero, co-zero, set and
co-set acceptances with respect to weights that are reached on accepting paths.

Let S ⊆ Z. In set acceptance, a word w is accepted iff on a computation path
reading w there is an intermediate configuration where the state is final and
the weight is in S. For the dual co-set acceptance, a word w is accepted iff on a
computation path reading w all intermediate configurations are either not in a
final state or the weight is not in S.

It is straightforward to see that the undecidability of the universality problem
follows from the undecidability of the universality problem for zero acceptance.
Likewise, the emptiness problem is decidable due to the decidability of the
emptiness problem for zero acceptance. The other decidability results for variants
of set acceptance can be proven mutatis mutandis. This is summarised in Table 2
where the decidability statuses of the universality and the emptiness problems
for the different acceptance conditions.

Corollary 4. The universality problem is decidable for Z-WA(∃¬S), Z-WA(∀ S)
and Z-WA(∀¬S) and undecidable for Z-WA(∃ S). The emptiness problem is decid-
able for Z-WA(∃ S), Z-WA(∃¬S) and Z-WA(∀ S) and undecidable for Z-WA(∀¬S).

It is worth highlighting that the construction of [10] constructs a weighted
automaton that non-deterministically checks for error in a ωPCP solution can-
didate. It is possible to construct an automaton with strong co-set acceptance
for which the emptiness problem is undecidable and the automaton verifies that
the input word is a solution to the ωPCP instance. The automaton relies on the
properties of both strong and co-set acceptance with two intervals to be avoided.
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Acceptance Universality Emptiness

Zero Undecid. Decid.
Co-zero Decid. Decid.
Set Undecid. Decid.
Co-set Decid. Decid.

Strong acc. Universality Emptiness

Zero Decid. Decid.
Co-zero Decid. Undecid.
Set Decid. Decid.
Co-set Decid. Undecid.

Table 2. Decidability status of the universality and emptiness problems under different
acceptances The result in blue implies other undecidability results.

5 A universal weighted automaton

In this section we consider a universal weighted automaton. The goal is to
construct a universal weighted automaton similar to a universal machine which
has fixed rules and can simulate any machine that is given as an input. It is
well-known that there exists a universal Turing machine [18] and a universal
2-counter machine [14]. A less well-known fact is that there is also a universal
semi-Thue system [19]. In [11], the authors constructed a universal semi-Thue
system where the rewriting rules are fixed and the initial word is an encoding of
the system to be simulated.

From the details of the ωPCP construction presented in (1), it is evident
that only one of the pairs is not fixed and depends on the input to the given
semi-Thue system. Namely, d contains the initial word of the semi-Thue system.
Note, that d has to be the first letter of a solution.

We construct a weighted automaton with fixed state structure and transitions.
The automaton is constructed using the same idea as in section 3. Namely, that
all words but a solution to the ωPCP are accepted. Unlike the previous definition,
where the initial weight was 0, in the universal weighted automaton, there is
an additional initial weight. This weight is used to store the information on the
input word of the semi-Thue system. Note that due to our approach of storing
only partial information about the images of the morphisms in the weight, we do
not actually need to know what the input is.

From the previous remark in our weighted automaton only transitions cor-
responding to the letter d are not fixed. We use the fact that d has to be the
first letter by fixing weight for d to be 0 and having the input, i.e., the initial
weight, depend on d. There are two cases that can happen when reading d
with the weighted automaton. Either the error is in the image of d or not. If
there is no error in the image of d, then the difference of lengths of the im-
ages is given as an input. If there is an error, then its position and letter are
given. That is, the input of our universal weighted automaton is an integer
zs2 + js+ j where z ∈ N, j ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1} and s = |B|+ 1. This integer is either
(|h(d)| − |g(d)|)s2 + 0s+ 0 corresponding to the case when there are no errors in
the image of d or (k − |g(a)|)s2 + jks+ jk corresponding to the case where k is
the position of the error in d and jk is the error. For these two cases, we have
two paths in the automaton. In the first path the automaton of Section 3 has all
the weights multiplied by s. In the second path the error verifying part of the
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q0 q1 q2

q

q′1 ⊥

(a, s2 · (k − |g(a)|) + sjk)

(a, s2 · (|h(a)| − |g(a)|))

(a,−s2`− sc)

(a, s2 · (−|g(a)|)) (b, 0)

(d, 0)

(d, 0) (d
, 0

)

(d
, 0

)

(d, 0)

(a, 0)

(a,−s2`− sc)
(a, s2 · (−|g(a)|))

(d, 0)
(b,±1)

Fig. 4. The universal weighted automaton U . In the figure a ∈ A \ {d} and b ∈ A.

automaton is used with weights multiplied by s and error verifying transitions
have weights −`s2 − cs− c instead of −`s− c as in the original automaton.

The universal automaton is U = ({q, q0, q1, q2, q′1,⊥}, A, σ, q, {q2},Z). The
states q0, q1, q2 correspond to the first path with transitions for each a ∈ A \ {d}
and b ∈ A,

〈
q0, a, q0, s

2(|h(a)| − |g(a)|)
〉
,
〈
q1, a, q1, s

2(−|g(a)|)
〉
, 〈q2, b, q2, 0〉 are

in σ. For the error checking we need the following transitions for all letters
a ∈ A \ {d}: Let h(a) = bj1bj2 · · · bjn1

where bjk ∈ B, for each index 1 ≤ k ≤ n1.

Then let, for each k = 1, . . . , n1,
〈
q0, a, q1, s

2(k − |g(a)|) + sjk
〉
∈ σ. Let g(a) =

bi1bi2 · · · bin2
where bi` ∈ B, for each index 1 ≤ ` ≤ n2. For each ` = 1, . . . , n2

and letter bc ∈ B such that bi` 6= bc ∈ B, let
〈
q1, a, q2,−s2`− sc

〉
∈ σ.

The state q′1 corresponds to the second path with transitions, for each a ∈
A \ {d},

〈
q′1, a, q

′
1, s

2(−|g(a)|)
〉

are in σ. For the error verification we need the
following transitions for all letters a ∈ A \ {d}. Let g(a) = bi1bi2 · · · bin2

where
bi` ∈ B, for each index 1 ≤ ` ≤ n2. For each ` = 1, . . . , n2 and letter bc ∈ B such
that bi` 6= bc ∈ B, let

〈
q′1, a, q2,−s2`− sc− c

〉
∈ σ.

Finally, transitions 〈q, d, q0, 0〉 , 〈q, d, q′1, 0〉 to pick a path, transitions 〈q, a,⊥, 0〉,
for each a ∈ A \ d, for words not starting with d, transitions 〈p, d,⊥, 0〉 where
p ∈ {q0, q1, q′1}, for words that have letter d, transitions 〈⊥, b,⊥,±1〉 , 〈⊥, b, q2, 0〉
for b ∈ A and finally 〈q2, d, q2, 0〉.

Let the set of inputs corresponding to the letter d be α(d), defined as the union
of {(|h(d)|−|g(d)|)s2} and {is2 +js+j | i = |g(d)|, |g(d)|+1, . . . , |h(d)| and bj =
h(d)(i) ∈ B}. Now a word dw ∈ Aω is accepted by U if and only if for a
computation path π of dw there exists a prefix p ≤ π that reaches q2 with
weight 0. That is, γ(p) + β = 0 where β ∈ α(d).

Next, we show that an input defines the path that needs to be chosen. Assume
first that the input is zs2 + jks+ jk and the first transition is 〈q, d, q0, 0〉. Now
the automaton is in state q0 with weight zs2 + jks+ jk but none of the weights
on this path modify the coefficient of s0 (unless letter d is read) and thus the
weight is nonzero in state q2. Assume then that the input is zs2 + 0s + 0 and
the first transition is 〈q, d, q′1, 0〉. The path reaching q2 (without visiting ⊥) has
xs2 − cs− c for some x ∈ Z and c ∈ {1, . . . , s− 1} which is nonzero. That is for
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input zs2 + jks+ jk the upper path has to be chosen and for input zs2 the lower
path has to be chosen. It is clear that after that the computation follows the
corresponding computation of A. If the input is 0, then the only path ending in
q2 with weight 0 goes through ⊥, that is, it is not a solution to the ωPCP.

From the construction, it is evident that only a solution to the ωPCP instance
does not have a path that ends in q2 with weight 0. Note that in U all transitions
are fixed as, regardless of h(d) and g(d), the transitions are always 〈p, d, p′, 0〉
or 〈⊥, d,⊥,±1〉. Let w ∈ Aω and β ∈ Z. If w is accepted by U with input β, we
denote it by (w, β) ∈ L(U). From the previous consideration we get:

Theorem 5. Let w ∈ Aω and β ∈ Z. It is undecidable whether (w, β) ∈ L(U),
where U is a fixed weighted automaton on infinite words under zero acceptance.
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